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WHAT IS 
SOCIAL MEDIA?
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DEFINITIONS

1.

2.

"forms of electronic communication
(such as websites for social networking
and microblogging) through which users
create online communities to share
information, ideas, personal messages,
and other content (such as videos).”

Today around 7-in-ten Americans use
social media to connect with one
another, engage with news content,
share information and entertain
themselves.

MERRIAM-WEBSTER
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WHAT IS SOCIAL MEDIA?



SOCIAL 
MEDIA
Characteristics

web 2.0 - interactive computer-mediated
communication

from broadcast media to interactive web

set of technologies or platforms
facebook, twitter, insta, snap, tiktok,
discord, slack etc.

online communities open for anyone to start
a user profile 

some groups might limit membership but
anyone can create a SM account

communication infrastructures

virtual gathering place
digital public sphere

retail and marketing platform



DIGITAL GATED COMMUNITIES
Digital gated communities limit access to specific
users
They don't have some of the same risks as social
media though they have other considerations

eg. potential harms of student surveillance

DIFFERENT
FROM 
Ed-tech



WHAT SOCIAL MEDIA
HAVE YOU USED IN THE

CLASSROOM?
T H I N K
P A I R
S H A R E



Collaborative
learning
social media can be a powerful tool for
group work and creating collaborative
learning environments

Engage students
social media can engage students with
relevant examples and provide creative
ways for students to apply course
materials

Future careers
proficiency with social media can be a
valuable tool in industry jobs, research
positions, politics, and academic careers

BENEFITS 
of social media as
a teaching tool



Privacy1.
do students need to post publicly with their real names?
what is the vendor/company doing with the data they
collect?

Facebook, Instagram, Youtube, LinkedIn and even
Reddit sell data to advertisers and marketers

who else may see their posts?

2. Accessibility
willingness by students ≠ ability to access equally
some platforms do not support assistive technologies
what tools does the university provide for students to
participate and do all students have access to the
necessary tools?

3.Equity
how might SM use in the classroom favor some students
and hinder others?
how will you grade fairly?
how might SM use and proficiency affect a student's
grade?

CONSIDERATIONS
for social media use
in the classroom



4. Feasibility
can this assignment/task be fairly executed by students?
can you feasibly review this assignment? 

5. Do no harm
social media can expose students to online harassment
and harmful dis- and mis-information
be sure to give students the tools they need to use social
media safely
consider any potential long-term harms after completion
of your course

6. Follow the law!

CONSIDERATIONS
for social media use
in the classroom



Do you adhere to
FERPA?
records protected under Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) include: grades, class lists, and
schedules

 
Could comments or feedback expose a 

student's grade?
 

Could the assignment/use disclose a 
student’s class enrollment?

 
Could SM use expose a student's schedule?



Gallery Walk

classroom
scenarios

break into small groups 

start at one station and answer the
questions below

at the next station add emojis to indicate
if you agree/disagree & add your group's
thoughts

What do you think the intended
pedagogical objective is for this
example?

What concerns do you have
about this assignment/example?

1.

2.



Gallery Walk
Discussion

What do you think the intended

pedagogical objective was of the

example?

What concerns were raised about the

example?

Were there any areas of disagreements?

Present the scenario in front of you:

1.

2.

3.

Are there a university-provided 
ed-tech alternatives that might reach
the same end-goal?



Appropriateness or fit in
the classroom depends on
your lesson goals and if
social media may help
facilitate or hinder
these goals.

When is it appropriate to use SM
in the classroom?



HOW TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA
IN THE CLASSROOM
Modes of engagement

as part of
course

materials

for
assessment

as a back
channel
for

student
discussion



How to use
social media in
the classroom?

create other feasible
substitutes if a student
does not want to or cannot
participate in the activity

make it flexible!

check the privacy policy of
3rd party platforms and
ensure you meet FERPA

make sure
students' privacy
is protected

make sure platform is
accessible for those who
use assistive technologies
(eg. auto readers)

make it
accessible!



FUTURE
SYLLABI
How might you incorporate social
media exercises or assignments
into your current or future
syllabi?

Consider:

YOUR FIELD

PURPOSE

are there conventions?

TYPE
what platform/app
would you use?

what pedagogical goal
will it fulfill?



Connect with your School's Instructional
Technology person!

https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/instructional-
technology-support-schools

Digital skills training & equipment lending
through Weigle Information commons:

https://www.library.upenn.edu/wic
 

Info about Canvas and tools integrated into
Canvas

https://infocanvas.upenn.edu
 

here you'll find info on Perusall and EdDiscussion 
For teaching with social
media

 RESOURCE
S

https://www.ctl.upenn.edu/instructional-technology-support-schools
https://www.library.upenn.edu/wic
https://www.library.upenn.edu/wic


FOR UPDATES ON  SOCIAL
MEDIA USE - CHECK OUT PEW



SOCIAL MEDIA USE IN
2021



ONLINE 
HARASSMENT
For U.S. adults aged 18-29, 64% have
experienced online harassment
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Do you have any questions for me?


